
From: Marian Babik Marian.Babik@cern.ch
Subject: psetf updates

Date: 18 December 2018 at 11:59
To: wlcg-perfsonar-support (WLCG perfSONAR support mailing list) wlcg-perfsonar-support@cern.ch, throughput-l@lists.bnl.gov

Dear All,
this is to let you know that I have updated psetf.opensciencegrid.org, which is monitoring status of the perfSONAR deployment, added
some new features and made some configuration changes. 

The new features that were added are as follows:
- Support for site notifications - regular nagios style notifications can be sent to a configured site e-mail*.
- Support for host group notifications - current host groups are based on psconfig meshes, notifications can be configured to be sent per
mesh*.
- Short infrastructure report is generated under PS report metric (listed for psetf host), which gives basic stats on registered nodes in
GOCBD/OIM/psconfig and also lists which hosts are registered but not part fo any mesh and vice versa. [1]
- Monitoring of hosts that are not registered in GOCDB/OIM, but are part of our meshes configured in psconfig was added (this might
include some R&E hosts).
- Freshness metrics now support thresholds to make it easier to spot dysfunctional nodes (this is configurable, details below).
- Freshness metrics, which show how effectively the perfSONAR node is able to measure what was configured in psconfig now report
both IPv4 and IPv6 differences**. 

Some important configuration changes that were made:
- The target toolkit version was updated from 4.1.0 to 4.1.3 (the latest is 4.1.4 and today 4.1.5 was released), so any node running
versions prior to 4.1.3 will show up as critical. Nodes still running SL6 are now critical as well (before we had warning only). This is to
encourage sites to enable auto-updates and also ensure that it’s easy to spot nodes that are still running SL6 and versions prior to 4.1.3,
where a number of important issues were fixed.
- Freshness metric thresholds were introduced to help spot dysfunctional nodes that appear to be running fine, but don’t take any
measurements; they're configured as follows:
  - Regardless of tool/event-type, esmond completeness < 20% is considered critical (having less than 20% of measurements wrt what is
supposed to be measured should be highlighted as it clearly marks a dysfunctional node)
  - For traceroutes (even-type trace) completeness > 90% is OK, below is WARNING
  - For latencies (owdelay/packet-loss) completeness > 80% is OK, below is WARNING
  - For throughput (iperf3) completeness > 70% is OK, below is WARNING
Until now the setup was common across all tools and was OK for 100% and WARNING in all other cases, so for most sites the actual
status won’t change. The new thresholds were set based on what we were able to achieve historically and what we think is reasonable to
expect, taking into account the fact that these numbers are easily impacted by the failures of the remote nodes (especially for active tests
such as latencies and throughput, where both ends needs to be working fine).

Some core OS and Check_MK updates were done as well, we’re using 1.4.0p37 (latest 1.4 branch) of Check_MK in production and 1.5
branch is being tested in pre-production/ITB (psetf-itb).

Finally, let me thank you for all your efforts in operating the perfSONAR network in 2018 and let me wish you all the best in 2019.

Best wishes,
Marian

*
In case you’d like to try the notifications out, please let us know for which hosts/meshes and what e-mail(s) should be notified. Default
setup is to send just one notification once any metric for listed hosts turns critical (in case you’d like to receive other notifications such as
recovery, this can be configured so please let us know).

** 
The metric compares the content of the perfSONAR measurement archive (esmond) to what is configured to be tested in psconfig; and
for meshes that have tests names with explicit keywords such as “IPv4” or “IPv6”, it will report what hosts are missing wrt IPv4 and IPv6
(note that the test is not smart enough yet to tell if the missing IPv6 host is actually dual-stacked and we have recently migrated to
common host groups, so false positives will show up) [2]. Also, note that IPv4/IPv6 doesn’t account into overall freshness numbers
(completeness) as it’s based on hostnames (not addresses).

[1] https://psetf.aglt2.org/etf/check_mk/index.py?
start_url=%2Fetf%2Fcheck_mk%2Fview.py%3Fhost%3Dpsetf%26service%3DPS%2520Report%26site%3Detf%26view_name%3Dservi
ce

[2] https://psetf.aglt2.org/etf/check_mk/index.py?
start_url=%2Fetf%2Fcheck_mk%2Fview.py%3Fhost%3Dlhcmon.bnl.gov%26service%3DperfSONAR%2520esmond%2520freshness%2
53A%2520bwctl%26site%3Detf%26view_name%3Dservice
https://psetf.aglt2.org/etf/check_mk/index.py?start_url=%2Fetf%2Fcheck_mk%2Fview.py%3Fhost%3Dgridpp-ps-
band.ecdf.ed.ac.uk%26service%3DperfSONAR%2520esmond%2520freshness%253A%2520bwctl%26site%3Detf%26view_name%3Ds
ervice
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